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.Coastal Chrsitmas season ·
Wednesday, December 2,
1992 Students Taking Active
Responsibility
(STAR) and the Inter
Greek Council co sponsored an even called "Festival of Lights. tt The event
was held to share the holiday spirit with the Horry
County Shelter Home and
th Tara Hall Home for
Boy. During the a ternoon,
tudent
from
Coastal played gam
'ith
the children in Spadoni
Par . h ch wa d
ed in
Chri tmas fmery for th
occalson. Pictured in
p domPar arem mb r
of Sigma u 0 joined in
theevent p ofth nter
Gree Council.

Literary magazine receives
Submitted bV Public Relations

The literary/art magazine of College is
the recipient of a $500 grant from the Horry
Cultural Arts Council (HCAC).
Archarios is published biannually and
is produced by Coastal students. The magazine contains poetry, art and photography.
Entries are submitted from Coastal students,

faculty and staff and are elected and judged
utilizing a blind selection policy.
According to Kimberly Edwards,
HCAC executive director, the monies have
been designated for printing additional copies of the magazine "to make Horry County
citizens more aware of the existence of this
fme publication."
The magazine has earned national hon-

C Cgra
ors in recent years, including fourth place in
the best of show category in the 1992 competition of the Associated College Pre and
the College Media Advisors. The magazine
also won a Pacemaker award from the A sociated Collegiate Press in 1992. The
Pacemaker is the highest honor awarded
annually by ACP to student publications
from colleges across the country.
For the 1992-1993 academic year,
Stephanie Biegner of Myrtle Beach is ediUX'-in<hief, Eric Rogers of Myrtle Beach is
assistant editor. John Switler of Conwa is
an director, and David Schulz of Myrtle
Beach and Shannon Goff of Conway are
managing editors. Coastal an professor
Paul Olsen is the faculty adviser.
HCAC is an umbrella organization that
provides assistance, support resource information and funding to individuals and organizations involved with the cultural, performing and visual ans in Harry County.
HCAC receives funding, in part. from the
South Carolina Ans Commission and the
ational Endowment for abe Arts.

academic committees at Coastal and
has been active ith student orpnizations.
She earned ber masterY degree
in education from the Universi of
Orth Carolina-Greensboro in 1910
and her bachelor' degree in Spanish
Golden Age Literature from the
University of orlh CarolinaGreensboro in 1960. Taylor
has
studied at the doctoral level atGeorge
WashingtOll University and
a
Fulmght-Hays Scholar for tudy at
Universidad de Barcelona in Spain.
Prior to coming to Coastal. Taylor
raught in the orth Carolina publ'
schools. In her 24-yc:ar seachin
career, Taylor estimates
l8U ht more &han 6,
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Editorial
I considered giving you my opinion concerning
the troops being sent to Somalia or maybe saying
something about Bush's last days in office, but it's
Christmas. While the world goes on, and upsetting
things continue to happen, I'm not going to mention
them. Instead, I'm going to wish you all a Merry
Christmas and thank some people who deserve it.
Thank You:
Professors - you've put in a semester just as long as
the rest of
ours and
probably
don't enjoy
grading
Thanks and
those tests
Merry Christmas
anymore
than we enjoy taking them.

Opinion:

Registrar's Office - students often complain about
how slow and difficult registration is, but I know you
folks do your best.
Secretaries - in all the offices across campus, I
know I've depended on many of you to help me get my
work done correctly and on time.
Campus Programming Board - we've all enjoyed
the events you've sponsored for our benefit over the
course of the semester from dances to karaoke nights.
Student Government Association - from sponsoring events to ensuring that students are equally represented across campus, you've done a fine job.
Library Personnel - you've given campus tours,
made change for the copiers, checked out books, and
have helped numerous students find what they were
looking for, we would be in trouble without you.
Theatre Staff - Coastal students have been treated
to some very special performances this semester.
Thank you to all of the faculty and students who made
"Don't Drink the Water," and "Our Town" so enjoyable.
Janitorial Staff - you've kept our school clean and
are some of the friendliest people on campus.
Cafeteria - thanks for redefining the phrase "cafeteria food."
Public Relations - you keep everyone aware of
what's happening at Coastal and make our jobs much
easier.

rrFie
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The Chanticleer is published every second Tuesday. except when extenuating circumstances apply.
Articles in The Chanticleer do not necessarily express the opinions of the staff of The Chanticleer. or of
Coastal Carolina College. Letters submitted will be edited. The Chanticleer is funded through the Student
Media Committee and advertising revenue. This newspaper is protected under the copyright laws of the
United States. All submissions become property of The Chantic1ee!.

LETTERS POLICY
The Chanticleer encourages letters to the editor concerning interesting and timely topics. All letters should be signed
with the author's name, address, telephone number, major, and position, or relation to the college. Letters are accepted
from off-campus parties. All letters should be limited to 250 words. All submissions should be typed or legibly
written. With no exceptions, a1lletters will be edited for length. c1aril)', and libelous or lewd material. Any accusations
made in letters by the author are subject to confIrmation and must De supported by factual materials. Letters may be
delivered personally or through campus mail to The Chanticleer office in Room 202 of the Student Center, Letters
may also be mailed to the above address,
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Oneness / Michael Wallick, Staff Writer
Oneness. Unity. The sameness of God
throughout the world This is the only
concept which can bring spiritual unity.
Killing those who disagree with one's
spiritual principles has been proven not to
work. The former only brings resentment
and oppression. God, I believe, desires
willing servants, not forced, slavish mobs of
dissenters whose choice had been taken
from them. Indeed, what good can be done
if in order to save one, twenty are lost
forever? Life itself is a spiritual journey.
There is no practice for the beyond. If one
believes in eternity, one must believe eternity is now. It has no beginning and no end;
eternity is past, present, and future. Time
-has no meaning for eternity. The Bible says
this when it reads, "But, beloved, be not
ignorant of this one thing, that one day with
the Lord is as a thousand years, and a
thousand years is as one day." God is
infinite. God cannot be made to fit a worldly
ideal because God is not of the world.
A "Holy Book" which has been written
in its own language carries with it much

integrity because it cannot have been
mistranslated. The concepts behind the letters and symbology of the words cannot be
misrepresented or contested because there is
only one way to write it and everybody
knows what it says exactly. People may
quibble about personal interpretation. but

Glory in the
unity, not the
seperation.
not translation. The Holy Bible has been
translated many times. Each time the translator claims to have made a "clearer"
translation than the previous translation. In
other words, the meaning has been changed
to render a more complete meaning in a
particular translator's opinion. The Bible
was changed several times before it was

From a different·poi to
What takes precedent? What in the
human psyche distinguishes the value of
one person from another? Let's examine
this question with a few examples of what
rm trying to say.
First off, teen-age suicide. If my life
were so bad that I was to the point of
committing suicide and I sought help, the
fIrst thing I would fmd is that there is an
enormous number of prevention hotlines
whose aim is to help teen-agers. Well, you
might say, what is wrong with that? 111 tell
you. First off, I'm not a teen and haven't
been one for quite a few years now, but that
doesn't mean I don't remember what an
emotional roller coaster my earlier years

e

were. Second, if my self-esteem was running so low that I needed to call for help, it
would probably make me feel worse to have
to be refetTed to another number. I mean,
think of it; it would take a lot of emotional
stress to call the frrst time but to have to call
someone else and explain your problem again
seems cruel.
rm not saying that these agencies are
bad, I'm just saying that it seems a bit impractical to have so many different versions
of the same thing. If you're feeling like an
outsider already, this type of thing excludes
you even more. Age should have no bearing
in this type of thing.

Telling green frea

translated into English. The Bible i not
incorrect. it is. however. inaccurate and
incomplete making it unreliable. Thefonner
is proven by the fact that "clearer" translations can be printed at all. Funhermore, a
man named Fabre D'Olivet did a tudy in
1810 of the 4'Polyglot of Paris," a Bible
wriuen in three languages, Hebrew, Latin
Vulgate, and Greek Septuigant, upon which
the Authorized Version of the King James
is based, are complete travesties of the
original Hebrew text. (ShabazBritton Be t.
Genesis Revisited, London, 1970 by
Zacharia Sitchen) In other words, I am to
accept what is told me by an authoritarian
church when personal research sho otherwise. The Bible says much more than the
church could ever possibly tell us, yet e
are willing to accept what we are told as
fact, without taking any intiative on our
own to find the uuth. We believe just
enough to soothe our easily satisfied ego
and call out any statement which "rubs
against the grain," a satanic blasp emy. I
guess Paul said it best when he said, and this

/ Sculley

Idune-Deakin, taff

I understand all too well that the life of
a teen-ager is riddled with emotional turmoil and craziness, bu that should not be
the reason that one group ofpeople is treated
differently. Life at 17 is no les difficult
than life at 25, just as life at 25 is no Ie
difficult than life at 65. The only thing that
changes is that you'll have more bills to pay
and less energy to get up in the morning.
Problems don't go away when you get old,
they just become different problems.
It seems that people in our society have
been raised to believe that the only way to
handle problems, or more particularly get
problems out into the open. is to build a

band

e e

Are you tired of hearing people say, saying annoying phrases like "Earth Day
"Think globally, act locally?" Are you sick everyday." Every month they pester you to
of hearing about the "disappearing" Brazil- sign petitions for some great cause, such as
ian rainforests? Are you ready to throw the "Save the Striped Fruit Flies in Peru."
remote through the television when "CapYou can't escape them. They'reeverytain Planet"comes on?
where. Watching and waiting for an
Take heart; you are not alone.
opportunity to recite every fact that
Don't you wish that someone would Greenpeace, a.k.a the Environmental Terjust tell these obsessed people to shut up?
rorists, ever sent to them when you do
Who am I talking about you ask?
something environmentally "incorrect"
No, not those religious people who come
It's enough to cunvince me to go out,
knocking at your ooor at 6 a.m. on Saturday get a gun, and line them up against a wall to
asking you to join their flock or face the put them out of MY misery.
eternal fires of Hell. No, I'm not talking
But I have better reasons to dislike
about those weird students who go around environmentalists. For starters, Jane Fonda
constantly imitating Monty Python sketches. is an environmentalist and if you can't hate
(You know who they are.)
Jane Fonda then you can't hate anyone.
The group 1'm talking about is worse.
eed more convincing? Okay. take your
They're the ones who wear those "Save the pick between the B-52s or Sting for the
planet, the whales, the manatees. the spotted . second most important reason. (It's too
owls, the red ants .. ." T-shirts and go arc md close for me to call.)

agon comes aro nd

I Jennifer

and B in

But these extremists are everywhere,
spreading their propaganda wherever they
roam. They have even infiltrated thi
newspaper staff and have their own column
published every paper. One of these environmentalists came up to me the other day
and said, "Jen, you've got to change your
attitude and start thinking about the planet.
Think of the future. Do it for the children."
Oh please. Stop the violin mu ic; I'm
not in terested.
I hate kids. The mere thought of sa ing
the planet for those loud mouth, poiled
brats in my neighborhood who basically
force me to tay inside my house by blasting
that damn 90210 soundtrac on their boom
boxes outside, make me laugh. As if
saving the planet for them would
big
incentive for me.
And whae the deal about all this ozone
layer garbage the e wacko eep ta ing

The war ion ..

fl

er
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Gays in the military / Charles A. Collins Jr., Guest Writer
Given the intense amount of discussion
recently devoted to the subject of gays in the
military, I read the editorial in the 24 November issue of "The Chanticleer" with
much interest I feel compelled to take issue
with several points made in the editorial, but
would frrst like to establish my background
so that it may be clearly understood from
what perspective I view this issue.
I began my military career wearing the
stripes of an Army private, attended a military junior college, and was commissioned
a second lieutenant of Armor. I currently
serve as a tank platoon leader in the Army
National Guard and hope to enter active
duty upon completion of my education.
During my association with the military, I
have had the opportunity to observe military
life from the perspective of an enlisted man,
cadet, and commissioned officer.
In the editorial, Allen L. Light is quoted
talking about the "work problems" that gays
in the military could cause; a connection is
then attempted to be drawn between the
military and the private sector; there is no
parallel! There are distinct differences between military service and private industry;
a soldier, sailor, airman, marine, or Coast
Guardsman is on duty 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. If he or she is unmarried and
is of the lower enlisted ranks, the service
member may be required by regulation to
live in government quarters with 60 or so
other individuals in one room. This causes
an inherent lack of privacy; in many of the

older barracks, the showers are communal. behavior would not be conducive to good
The military service member is com- military order and discipline. Putting a
pelled by law to obey the orders of the female in a rifle squad where, dedicated
officers appointed over him. If one is work- though she may be, she could not pull her
ing in private industry and does not like what fair share of the load would be unfair, not
his boss tells him to do, he can tell his boss only to her, but to the other members of the
to kiss off, and the most dire consequences squad whose combat power would be diwould be being frred. If one of my soldiers minished as a result The prohibitions of
were to do this, the penalties could range
from extra duty, a fme, or restriction to
imprisonment or, under certain circumstances in time of war, death.
The military is unique in that it is the
only respectable profession in which a professional may be told to take the life of
'f
another human being. This requires a unique
type of individual, and makes the environment distinctly different from any found in
-William F. Buckley Jr.
the private sector.
The comment that dismissing gay service members is striking out at the victim is
ludicrous! Military service is a privilege, both stem from different causes; both are
not a right. A rifle squad, tank crew, special justified.
A few observations about lifting the
forces team, etc., is by necessity a tightly
knitteam that must function like a well-oiled ban. First of all, the medical aspect. One of
machine. If the behavior of one of the the benefits of military service is free health
members causes friction that impairs that care. In the time of fiscal constraints, it
team, then the other members of the team are greatly concerns me that individuals who
are at an usually high risk for AIDS may
the victims.
Attempting to draw the parallel to the have their health care provided from the
women-in-combat issue is also faulty. The same budget that provides for me and my
primary objection to putting women in com- family. AIDS treatment is expensive and
bat deals with the physiological difference prolonged and if one contracts AIDS while
between male and female soldiers; that is not on active duty, they have their health care
the same as restricting individuals whose paid for until the situation is corrected or

"It's surely a new sort of
Commander-in-Chief
who declares cultural
war on his own troops.

until they die. If the military health care
budget is depleted by an inundation of AIDS
patients, it is the rest of us that will suffer.
There is even the possibility that you would
see people enlisting . as a form of AIDS
insurance.
Ifgays are admitted to the military, then
there is a very good chance that they will be
accorded minority status. There have been
recent disclosures that promotion lists are
adjusted to ensure that they meet racial and
gender quotas. If gays are granted minority
status, then I could feasibly be denied promotion as a white, male, heterosexual!
The fmal thing that disturbs me about
the lifting of the ban has to do with the
refusal of President-elect Clinton to listen to
the advice of such leaders as Generals
Norman H. Schwankopf, Collin Powell,
Gordon Sullivan (the Chief of Staff of the
Army), Admiral Thomas Moorer (former
Chainnan of the roint Chiefs of Staff) and
other noted leaders who have opposed the
lifting of the ban. This disregard of mili tary
counsel is reminiscent of our civilian leadership during the Vietnam War. With the
prospect of action in Somalia, that is indeed
a dangerous precedent to follow.
As I stated before, military service is a
privilege, not a right. Giving that privilege
to persons whose presence would not be
beneficial is a very grave mistake. As
William F. Buckley, Ir. recently noted, "It's
surely a new sort of Commander-in-Chief
who declares cultural war on his own troops."

Exploring sexuality / David M. Schulz, Staff Writer
It's almost a given that we, as college
students, are sexually neurotic people.
Among most cases I've seen, either we're
promiscuous or we're to the other extremercelibate and wishing we weren't In both
situations, attitudes toward sex, sexual orientation, and sexual freedom are usually
unhealthy. This is especially true with respect
to homo- or bisexuality.
I don't pretend to understand the whole
of the problem, but part of it falls onto the
labeling aspect of sexual orientation and
freedom. Give us clear, simple terms and
clearly defined categories, and we won't
have to trouble ourselves with thinking too
hard or bothering ourselves with trying to
see things from someone else's perspective:
this seems to be the common attitude.
Yet labeling is not such an easy thing, if
only because people's natures tend to defy
narrow categories. For instance, a man
mightconsider himself more bi- than hetero,
but not exactly homosexual, while a woman
might have homosexual longings, but because she's never had an encounter of that
sort, she's not quite sure whether she's bi-.
I also happen to be caught in this labeling
dilemma. While I'm definitely monosexual-auto-erotic, some would say-I'm
also confused about my orientation with
others. Put very simply, I am quite sure I am
a lesbian trapped in a man's body.

A friend once asked me, "If you could
become anyone for a week, who would you
be?" I thought hard about this one. Finally,
I replied that I wouldn't change a thing,
because-being the egoist I am-I love
myself and am quite comfortable with my
own traits, seeing tJ,lat I've been with me for
over twenty-four years.
My friend added the stipulation, "okay,
anybody but you ..." And since I'd thought
about this one many times before, I conceded that I would have to choose being a
woman-a very beautiful one, mind youwith my current cerebral capacity.
Yet my friend was not satisfied; he
wanted to know what I'd do as a woman.
And since I'd also thought about this in
advance, I answered that, frrs1, I'd have to
spend a few hours alone and fmd out what
this multiple orgasm stuff is all about. Then
I'd see about having sexual encounters with
other women-it's a fantasy of mine.
But aside from sex, I'd get to know
some men-not as if I were "one of the
guys," but as someone they'd be "checking
out," SO that I could better understand what
women feel when they're looked upon as
potential lays, not as people. (I confess that
I'm guilty of this .... )
Granted, I reminded my friend, I
wouldn't want to stay being woman (at least
I don't think I would, but then I've never had

a multiple orgasm either ... ). I told him r d
instead use my experience as a woman to
help further change all the oppressive, patriarchal nonsense that women are subjected
to. "How noble," my friend observed.
So, my fellow students, while I've got
you thinking about sex, let me remind you
that all repression and oppression serves
only one end: the frustration of healthy and

.9Lrcliarios
Winners:
MU'
first. fJtVIiite ?Wise
6y w.~. ~rent ~atcfufor
seeorui· .9lfter Van 'Eye~
6y t])onna·Catton Jonnson
LITE/R;tTU1<,f£,
first· Coftman Ware
6y Saran £ouain
seC-orui· fJ1ie t])eatli of (jru6s and..
Ottier 9vfa[ignant rrriviafities
6y Corey 9vferenant

natural desires. I'll save the 101 textbook
explanation of what that leads to, but remember that not everyone's de(mition. of
"healthy and natural" sex will fit yours.
Perhaps if we can loosen up and broaden our
horizons-and realize, among other things,
the meaninglessness of "family values"we'll be all the happier and a lot less desperate.

fJ1ie
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Concert Choir prese t
SUbmitted by Public Relations

d~.

The Coastal Concert Choir will perform
with alumni vocalists for a Christmas concert on Sunday, December 13 at 5 p.m. at the
First United Methodist Church in Conway.
The choir will perform Giacomo Puccini's
"Gloria." The concert is free and open to the
public; donations will be accepted at the

The choir is directed by Carolyn Cox,
chair of the Department of Music at Coastal.
In special observance of her 20th Christmas
concert at the college, Cox invited interested
choir alumni in the area to participate in the
perfonnance. Some alumni who will sing
with the choir are: Kimberly Holt (Class of
1988), Robin McCormick Myers (Class of

.

Coastal hosts corporate
giving videoconfere ce
Submitted by Public Relations

. Coastal is offering the live talk-back
vi deoconference "Getting to the Bottom Line
With Corporations" on Wednesday, Dec. 9
from noon to 2 p.m. in the Graduate and
Continuing Education Building, Room 003.
The live videoconference is $15for the
public, and $5 for students.
"Getting to the Bottom Line With
Corporations" discusses corporate giving
and corporate solicitation advice. Moderator Barry Nickelsberg is president of The
Funding Center, a not-for-profit organiza-

tion that aims to help non-profit organizations raise money. Robert Gudger of the
Xerox Corporation and Della Kloostra of the
Mellon Bank will respond with their ideas
and will answer questions from the viewing
audience.
The videoconference is presented by
Graduate and Continuing Education at
Coastal through the PBS Adult Learning
Satellite SeI'\?ice.
To register or for more information,
contact Graduate and Continuing Education
at 448-1481, 347-3161 or 546-0234, extension 2672. .

Professor earn po It·
as Cyprus consulta t
SUbmitted by Public Relations

Coastal professor Fred W. Hicks has
been reappointed by the government of
Cyprus as a consultant on accreditation of
higher education to the Ministry of Education. The reappointment is for 1993 and
1994.
Hicks has also been designated a
Fulbright professor for 1993 and 1994 by
the Fulbright High Commission for Educational Exchange Between Cyprus and the
United States.
Hicks' latest appointments will necessitate numerous visits to Cyprus that will be
funded by the government of Cyprus.

onnan of the Metropolitan Opera in recital
as well as artists in
ati naI Thea
Munich, Germany.
The group ill
accompanied b
gani t E. Carter Breeze, an adjunct fi uIt
mem r in the Department of u i at
Coastal and minister of m . at the F'
United
ethodi t Church of Con a .
Breeze will play the church
hanlZ Organ
which has almo 2
pipe .
In addition to 4'Gl ri
m m
Coastal' music facult
ill pert rm, oth r
piece. Karen Berry ill in Chri un
ng by DelIo loio accompanied J
Alexander, and Ra
ilbum il
rfj
from th
of Brahm .

Earn $2,000+ / Month Working For Cruise Ship Or Tour
Companies. Holiday Summer And Full-{f"lffie Employmen
Available. For Employment Program Call

CR lEE PLO

E TEl

(206) 634-046 Ext 5379

A professor of history at Coastal, Hicks
led a delegation of educators and administrators from Coastal to Cyprus in summer 1992
as pan of his Fulbright studies. Thedelegation
gave a five-day seminar to interested parties
in Cyprus on the accreditation of higher
education.
Hicks also continues as a consultant to
the Institute of Science and Technology in
Athens, Greece.
A native of Detroit, Hicks earned a
Ph.D. in bighereducation administration from
the University of Michigan in 1963. He was
Chancellor of Coastal from 1983 to 1985 and
has been a member of the Coastal faculty
since 1985.

Contest to award 12,00
prizes to over 250 winner

1990), O. Thomas Morgan (Class of 1979),
Tina Branton (Class of 1992), Mike floyd
(Class of 1975), Kathy Clayton Metallo
(Ctas of 1984). Ford E. Sanders (Ctas of
1983), Sally Purcell (Class of 19 5), and
Martha Kleine.
Emily Remington of the Charleston
Symphony Orchestra Singers Guild has
served as a resou.-ce person and coach for
the choir in its preparation of 'Gloria"
Rem ington earned a bachelor' degree from
Coker College, which recently awarded her
the Di tinguished Alumnae Award. She
has done po t-graduate work at the American
Con ervatory in Chicago, the Peabody in
Baltimore and the J ulliard School in e
York. An accompli hed pianist and organist, Remington has accompanied Je sye

•

Owing Mills, Maryland - The ational Library of Poetry has announced that $12.000
in prizes will be awarded this year to over 250 poets in the North American Open Poetry
Contest The deadline for the contest is December 31, 1992. The contest is open to everyone
and entry is FREE.
Any poet, whether previously published or not, can be a winner. Every poem entered
also has a chance to be published in a deluxe, hardbound anthology.
To enter, send ONE original poem, any subject and any style, to The ationaI Library
of Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box 704-ZW, Owings Mills, MD 21117. The poem
should be no more than 20 lines, and the poet's name and address should appear on the top
of the page. Entries must be postmarked by December 31. 1992. A new contest opens
January 1, 1993.

C oomate

eeded)

Large, ew House located in
Socastee area. Male looking for
female roomate, affordable for
students.

Call: 650-1663

P~eparation-

e .

Typing, employment con ultati
resume writing, intervie ing, and j

search seminars.

ana em oland
Emplo
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ullan

E
C

HE

A L To ing er ice
Local

Long Distance

7 Day / 24 Hour er ice
"Let sHook ou p"
(803) 365-8623

Sinus. tension. mimine. and
Chfooic headache relief. ith a
combination of Bio~ dba and
editation. oney bac if n
helped. Call Dr. J arne E. Dunn
Aquariu Stre Coun elin
Center, yrtle Beach
626- 170.
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Amnesty International's
Human Rights Day
By Emma Pearce
Assistant Editor

The Amnesty International chapter at
Coastal will hold its first annual Human
Rights Day on Thursday. December 10 from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Spadoni Park. The event
is being held to raise awareness of Amnesty
International; information on the group will
be available. The event is free and open to
the public. Live Bands will perform, and
there will be food for all.
Amnesty International is a world -wide
movement based on the conviction that
governments must not deny individuals their
basic human rights for beliefs, race, sex.
religion or origin. The organization was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1977 for
its efforts to promote global observance of
the United Nations' Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.
Amnesty International works impartially to free prisoners of conscience (men,

women, and children imprisoned soley for
their beliefs, race, or ethnic origin who have
neither used nor advocated violence). for
fair and prompt prisoners, and to abolish
tortureand executions.
For more information, on how your
club can participateor donate money for
stamps please call Emma Pearce during
business hours at 349-2330, or 293-5841 in
the evening.
The Candle burns
not for us, but for all
those whom we failed
to rescue from prison,
who were kidnapped,
who 'disappeared.' .....~.
That's what the candle
is for ... " -Peter
--l~""""""'"
Benenson, founder
Amnesty
International.

,. December 9, i6, 23; 30:, CHILDREN'S
, STORY TIME; LOris Branch Library; stories, activities. puppets, and skiry telling;
10:30 'am; ages 2-5; call 756-8601.
.
• December 9: GARDEN WALKS AND
TALKS: "MADE IN MARBLE;"
• Brookgreen G~dens; examine sculpture
made from both foreign and native marble;
3:30 pm; free with admission to the Gardens; call 237-4218.

1993 College
The 6th Annual College Writing Contest has been announced by the South
Carolina Outdoor Press Association. The theme is Profiles of South Carolina
Conservationists. according to Gene Smith, association president
"The profile must be written about someone who has made significant contribution to the cause of lan~ wetland and/or wildlife conservation in our state." said
Smith.
Deadline for entries is March 2, 1993. First place wins $500 U.S. Savings Bond;
second. $300 bond; third, $200 bond.
For a copy of the contest rules. contact the South Carolina Outdoor Press
Association (SCOPe). P.O. Box 17ro. Lexington. SC 29071.
The winners will be notified by mail or telephone. and an awards ceremony will
be held at the Palmetto Classic in Columbia, March 26-28. 1993.

Drunk/Drugged Driving
Prevention Month
December is National Drunk and
Drugged Driving Prevention Month. There
is nothing" accidental" about impaired driving crashes. Every 22 minutes someone is
killed or injured in an alcohol or other drug
related crash.
Have a safe and happy holiday. Please
don't drive impaired or ride with an impaired driver. We wan to see you back in the
Spring!

Rape Crisis Center
needs sweats for victims
The Rape Crisis Center is in need of all
sizes and all neutral colors of sweats. The
sweat suits are gi ven to victims after medical

examination. Currently. there are only three
remaining sets. The sweats may be used but
must not contain holes or stains. The sweats
my be turned into the Office of Student
Acti vities.

You will be able to display your banners in
the gym on the Saturday of Homecoming.
Please watch for further details and start
making plans now to show your school spirit
in support of the Chants!

Pep Rally/ Block Party
set for Homecoming

Campus police report

The following is a list of incidents reported
to the Campus Police during the month
Student Activities and the Campus Program Board will be co-sponsoring a Pep of November 1992.
Burglary
1
Rally/BlockParty on Friday. February 26 in
Disorderly Conduct
2
conjunction with the February 27 HomeFraud
1
coming Game. Each club or organization is
Larceny
6
being asked to build a float on the grounds
Liquor Violations
3
surrounding Spadoni Park. The horseshoe
Vandalism
3
will be blocked off Friday and Saturday for
All Others
16
your convenience. There will be an award
Student Affairs Referrals
6
for the float that best displays school spirit
There will also be a banner contest.

~ December 13: LOVEFEAST; First United
Methodist Church, Myrtle Beach;
Moravian buns, coffee. an~ musical entertainme~t; 7 pm; free; ~all448-7164.
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Omicron Delta Kappa initiates
The Coastal Carolina Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa has invited 19 students, 1 faculty
member, 1 alumnus, and 1 staff into membership. The following will be initiated:
SENIORS

JUNIORS

Chad Beaty
Jan Ford Bodkin
Pam Brisbon
Jennifer Flynn
Devora Harrelson
Bobby Hernandez
Anna Hollis

Katina Alford
Duke Allen
Kim Lewis
Natatlie Pruitt
Kristi Steinbrecher
Laurie Tate
Jennifer Toth
FACULTY MEMBER
Sara Sanders
ALUMNUS MEMBER
Jimmy Johnson
STAFF MEMBER
Kathy Watts

• Marie Irvin

Jay Lehto
. Gwenn Miller
Eric Rogers
Thomas Rose

.....
.
...~
..
......
....
....
...

0
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Who's Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges new members
The Student Affairs Committee recently selected 32 students to memberShip in Who's
•Who Among Students in American.Univenities and Colleges for 1992-93.
The following students have been selected to membership: _
Tracie Beasley
Chad Beaty
Jan Ford Bodkin
Matthew Bohling
Pamela D. Brisbon
Chauncy S. Buchan
Lisa T. Cribb
Peter L. Crowley
Steven S. Fitzgibbons
Devora H. Harrelson
Jennifer S. Hazeras
Bobby Hernandez
Dawn H. Hitchcock
Heather L. Hodgens
Anna Hollis
James Holsten

Marie Irvin

Bill D. Klisures
Jason A. Lehto
Sarah Loudin
Gwenn A. Miller
Cecilia Moore
Kjenti Pratt
Kimberly Quinn
Rachel Ray
Beth Ellen Ried
Karl Lynn Russell
Paula Sebastian
Louelle E. Sprosty
Laurie Tate
Felicia D. Vereen
Ralph E. Vereen

Sig Eps and Dream Team score records
for Coastal in intramural Flag Football
Coastal's Intramural program recently sent two teams to the university of orth
Carolina at Wilmington for the intramural South Atlantic Flag Football Championship .
The two teams representing Coastal were the Sig Eps and The Dream Team.
This was the flfSt time Coastal had sponsored teams to participate in an extramural Flag
Football Tournament Eighteen teams were there representing schools from South
Carolina, orth Carolina, and Virginia. The Sig Eps finished with three wins and two
losses for a fifth place fmish. The Dream Team fmished with one win and two losses. The
Sig Eps were fortunate enough to have two players make the all tournament team, they were
Todd Jezierski and Sebastian Tarallo. The following participants made the trip:
Sig Eps

The Dream Team

Mike White

Orris Thompson
Mike Leamer
Terry Keaney
Kevin Young
Terrance ManigaUlt
Mike Gillard
Steve Kruger
Greg Doner

John Ballerini
Todd Jenierski
Sebastian Tarallo
Rich Zechino
Anthony LaRocca
Don Emery
Shane Sigle
Marc Wilson

The Chanticleer
are looking for
a few good s aft
members. Aim
High and sign
up for English
220 next
semester. Be
all you can be,
and ge credi for i a

ell.

Contact the recrui ing officier a
349-2230 or ex . 2330.
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Mon. -Sat. 9-6

FUTONS easily convert from sofa to bed!
Different styles, sizes, and woods.
Beautiful colors also!
For Value, Selections, and Customer Service ... Stop By...

OWL-O-REST

University Plaza
347-7501

Bay Village
365-1501

College discount, 10% off regular menu price witb student LD.
r---------~

I Any Footlong Sub I

lI wi~the~of.
$ 1 0 IT "
ODe
medium drink.

I~ perpenoa.

f*VISIl.

.

I
I

L!ith coupon-expires May 31,199~

r----------,

I
Buy Two
I
IFoot Long Subs & Get One I

:
I

FRFE

:
I

.E'1~2.J

l!'ith coupon- oxpires May

fRuy ;-Sub" 11 OZ Drink~
,Get Another Sub For Only :
0. ................... . ,

!=::r..:-:-...:=.
99 ~~ II
f-··-~

I

I

[!"-!..~:,!X~ t..!!Y.11•199.1J

DELIVERY AND FINANCING AVAILABLE

238-1902

(Myrtle Beach ResortJ
Student Housing

Two Great Opportunities
.To Study Abroad This Summer.•.
The Natural History Of East Africa •••
An Excursion and Study Experience in
Kenya: May 8 - June 6
Participants will travel from the coast and Great
Rift Valley to Mt. Kenya. Led by Coastal professors, the
group will learn about plants and animals of Kenya, the
interrelation of organisms with the environment, and stresses
caused by population, climate, and tourism. Those wishing to
earn credit will enroll in CBIO 670, a 4-credit course. The trip
is open to non-st1!dents.

Furnished 1 & 2 bedroom units from $400/ month
6 pools, (2 indoor), 6 tennis courts,
Jacuzzis, Saunas, etc.

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
Telephone, Water, Cable, Electricity

RESORT BROKERAGE
SERVICES
Call 238-1559

Oxford, England With Four Days in France or
Stratford: July 14 - August 4
For the 6th year, Coastal Carolina College is offering its summer
Oxford Experience. Classes are taught by USC professors at
Oxford University's Manchester College for up to 6 hours of
USC credit. Courses include English Literature, International
Strategic Management and Business, Britisli Civilization,
Philosophy, and History of the English Language. Students will
spend four days in France or Stratford depending on course
selection.

For more infOl1llllion, context Geoff Parsons,

Office of International Programs at (803) 349-2054.

COASTAL CAROLINA (OLLEGE
Uniwrsity of South urolina System

Cooslal Carolino Call. it on olJirmoti¥e odion, equcil opportunity institution.
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Reporter t ave
inted
out to you a minute ago.
eer field be~ re th
e made the
game started.
e 'ere ready to cheer th
fello 's to a major victo . After the fi
hour the crowd as on the ed e of th ir
oth

By EMMA PEARCE
Assistant Editor

I decided to go on an adventure with the
fans of Coastal soccer. I had the opportunity
to attend the Davidsdon vs. Coastal game in
Charlotte, North Carolina. The Student
Government Association gave free tickets
to students and promised a bus waiting at 7
a.m. Sunday morning. That is where the
trouble and fun began.
Thirty people had arrived to catch the
bus and support the soccer team when we
noticed there was no bus. Dr. Squatriglia
enquired as to the whereabouts of the bus
and driver. The driver said someone called
hin! and claimed to be the Vice Chancellor's
sectary. She said that the bus was not needed
for the game, the trip was called off. This
caused the majority of the students to take
action. We decided that we would car pool
to the event and meet the faculty at Davidson
college.
After the car was full of gas, I returned
to Coastal to pick up everyone. It was now
7:45 and the effect of being awake that early
was taking its toll on some of the fans. The
convoy needed to leave in order to get to the
•game on time, but the other car had not
shown up. The bus was not here, the bus
driver was nowhere in sight; would this
trouble never end?
But wait, Sig Eps to the rescue!
Anthony LaRocca was in the Student
Center parking lot with an executive minibus. "1 have 11 seats and that's it" So the car
pooling group decided to join the frats.
Expecting vast amounts of alcohol on the
mini-bus, I was surprised when the frats did
not have one ounce of booze with them. The
men were respectable even to the adults, the
younger children, and the token Sigma Nu.
Chris "The Stewardess" Phillips started

us.

Chris Phillips, -The Stewardess," remirds passengers to make sure the doors
to the overhead compartments are firmly closed prior to takeoff.

scare.
It was the fIrst

the trip off with a brief introduction con- guys changed their minds about the alcohol.
cerning what to do if the bus crashed. and he "What time does orth Carolina sell beer?
Do they sell beer on Sundays? I want beer!
reminded us of the safety precautions.
"Two exists in the front and two exits in Ernie, after we get into orth Carolina make
the rear, oh yeah, the floating devices are a stop for beer." was shouted to the bus
under the seats," commented "The Stew- driver as he drove across the state line. From ear .
The b
that moment on time was told by beer, since
ardess."
p.m.
I knew this trip would not soon be alcohol is sold after 1 p.m. "It's quarter to
beer. Ten minutes to Miller Time."
forgotten.
Once e entered the Davidson campu •
The en~rtainment from the Sig Eps
made the four hour bus ride seem like ten our "Stewardess" temporarily left hi pohours. The reenactments of Eddie Murphy's sition. So Anthony LaRocca too' 0 er. The
"RAW" was done very well. The Brady pitch ofhi voice increased as he pointed out
Bunch theme song seemed to lag off towards the scenery. "And here is a nice, big red
the end, then it came-the Gilligan's Island
theme song. The guys remembered the
words correctly, but the actual singing could
have been better.
After making several "potty" . top ,the

On abort·on: Are we a · t e
confused? / Jonathan Shanks, Staff Writer
Recently. a local man, James Pryor. taken to believe that a woman can give her
was charged with the murder of a fetus. consent to have the fetus removed and call it
What actually happened was that this man an "abortion"? I don't know how to phrase
was in a shootout and a pregnant woman this murder/abortion because one side calls
was hit in the cross-fITe. As a result of the it "murder" and the other side calls it an
gunshot wound, the pregnant woman 's baby "abortion". ow where were we. oh yea, if
had to be removed (she was in her 19 week), there is no consent. the precedent here ju tithus resulting in the death of the fetus and fies this being called "murder" and here we
the charge of murder being brought against can have charges pressed.
Mr. Pryor.
What really scares me is that these are
This is not the frrst such charge to be the FACTS! I guess Ihat U.S. Supreme
brought against someone for the murder of Court Associate Justice Sandra Day
a fetus (baby?). In 1982. a Georgetown . O'Connor said had some truth: "Roe vs.
County man was convicted of manslaughter Wade is on a collision course with itself. It
for the stabbing of a pregnant woman in has no basis in law or logic." I keep thinking
which her baby (fetus?) was killed (de- that if this act of removing unborn babies i
stroyed).
murder, someone has made some horrible
Now what confuses me is REALL Y decision.
I personally am not in favor of abortion,
what is the difference between these two
murder cases and the everyday abortion but I have no authority to tell anybody else
performed in a medical clinic? Am I mi - what they can or cannot do.
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I have a poem rd like to share with you.
It's from my home state of West Virginia
and I'd like to dedicate it to Bob Birkby who
seems to think that's funny. My apologies to
Clement C. Moore and Vanessa Cornett.

"Twas the Night Afore Christmas"
Twas the night afore Christmas
And all through the shack
Not a critter was stirrin'
'Cept the opossum out back.
The stockings were hung,
Smelly and full of holes.
You see maw don't mend 'em.
That ain't one a her goals.
The kids were asleep
On the floor in a row,
But they wouldn't shut up
So I beat'em with a hoe.
Momma in her kerchief,
Her Aveeno and cold cream
Kept on snorin'
And interruptin' my dream.
When from the bowels of my gut
There arose such a clatter.
I sprang from my bed
To see what was the matter.
Away to the window
I flew like a flash,
Tore open the shutters,
And threw up last night's hash.
The moon on the breast
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the wor{t!
Of the new-fallen snow.
Looked awful purty,
'Cept for the puke down below.
When what to my wondering
Eyes should appear,
But a beat up old sleigh
And eight grimy reindeer
With a little old driver
So near comatose,
I thought fer a minute
He might be a ghost.
Weaving and swerving
His coursers they came.
And he whistled. and shouted
And called them by name;
Now Donald! Now Harold!
Get up there you ninny!
On Rover! On Fido!
You ain't worth a penny!
To the top of the porch!
To the top of the wall!
Now dash away! Dash away!
Or I'll shoot you all!
Like an alien spacecraft
In the night will fly,
When it meets with photographers
Mount to the sky;
So onto the rooftop
The reindeer they fell,
With a half drunk Santa
Who wasn't feeling well.
And then in a twiflklin',
I heard over my head,

Plenty of noise
To wake even the dead.
As I slammed the window
With a satisfying thump,
Down the chimney St. Nicholas
Fell on his rump!
He was dressed all in fur,
From his head to his foot,
And his clothes were all tarnished
With ashes and soot;
Two empty sacks
He dropped on the floor,
And reached in his coat
To get two more.
His eyes-how they watered!
His dimples how deep!
His cheeks were too rosy,
His nose like a peach!
His drolllittIe mouth
Dribbled spit on his chin,
And his beard smelled
A whole lot like gin;
He had a red face
And a little round belly,
And his presence alone
Made the house really smelly.
A twitch of his eye
And a jerk of his head,
Soon gave me to know
I had something to dread;
He spoke not a word,
But went straight to his work,
And emptying the stockings,

I realized with a jerk;
Santa'd gone bad!
He turned into a thiefl
He wasn't spreading happiness,
He only spread griefl
I watched as his sacks
Filled steadily ¥.'ith stuff,
And just when I was.sure
He must have enough;
He stole our TV!
He stole our baked ham!
He stole our Vienna Sausages
And our last can of Spam!
He stole our fruit bowl
And that silly Yule log!
He stole our fried opossum
And my best huntin' dog!
And just when I thought
He surely wouldn't dare
Steal anything else.
He took rna's plastic silverware!
Then laying a finger
Aside of his nose,
And giving a n~
Up the chimney he rose;
He stumbled to his sleigh,
To his team gave a shout,
And away they alI flew
It was time to get out.
But I heard him exclaim,
As he opened a beer.
"Merry Christmas to all.
Hope you have more stuff next year!"

Restaurant review: River City Cafe
By MARK SIKES
staff Writer

For our last, lunch review for the semester Barbara and I, went .to a favorite of
college students-RIVER CITY CAFE.
Service ••••
Cleanliness ••••
Atmosphere *****
Food Quality ** ••
Price .**.
As you walk in you see a license plate
from every state (including Nevada). There

are surfboards on the ceiling with graffiti
and signatures allover the walls and tables.
The wait staff wears T-shirts and shorts
and are very friendly.
You have a choice of sitting outside or
in. Everyone receives peanuts after you sit
which in tum you throw the shells on the
floor.
Barbara and I ordered some fried zucchini and mushrooms. Even though I burned
my tongue; they were great! Next we got
chicken salad in a pita. It had big chunks on
chicken with walnuts and grapes and all the
fIxings. To my surprise, all that food, includingdrinks,onlycameto$11.75! COOL!

They have deals when it comes to drinks too.
Go on down and eat, drink and throw
peanut shell at your friends.

By BARBARA AHRENS
staff Writer

Love it! Mark and I go to River City
frequently and we always get the same thing;
mushrooms and zucchini (appetizer) and
the chicken salad on pita bread. They have
a lot to offer in the way ofburgers, sandwiches
and platters of your choice. The atmosphere
is relaxed and casual and decorated with
novelties such as specialized licensed plates,

trophies, traffic lights, graffiti and the like.
You name it, it's probably at River city! The
service is always good and the bill is easy. to
come up with, well, unless Mark has started
ordering drinks! It's a fun place to go and it
also offers outdoor seating with a view of
the beach. For lunch, dinner, or a good time,
got to River City Cafe on 21st Avenue North
in Myrtle Beach.
Service: •••••
Food Quality: •••••
Atmosphere: ••••
Cleanliness: ••••
Cost: •••

Movie review: Sculley and Mark's History of Cheese
By SCULLEY MULDUNE-DEAKINS
staff Writer

Hello again, miss me? I, Sculley, do
give my deepest apology for the absence of
the movie review the past three issues. Due
to my major, I sometimes lose track of time
and the theatre does take up a lot of time.
(How 'bout that "Our Town") So, on to the
movies ...... .
MR. BASEBALL

I don't know what the general concensus
is about Tom SeHeck CMagnum P.I.) as an

actor, but let me tell you that this is a good
movie. Itwon't win any awards or make you
leave the theatre with a deep feeling of self
revelation, but it is one of those movies you
like to watch just for the entertainment
value.
The movie takes place in the world of
Japanese baseball, where Tom Selleck plays
an almost over the hill baseball player who
believes that he's still got a couple of seasons
left in him. Unfortunately he's traded to a
team in Japan where baseball is a wbole
'nother ball game.

By MARK SIKES
Staff Writer

PASSENGER 57

This action adventure starring Wesley
Snipes was somewhat of a disappointment It probably didn't help that I have
recently seen "Underseige".
Passenger 57 is a generic version of
"Die Hard". Wesley Snipes plays an
Airline Security Specialist that just
bappens to be on a flight that gets hijacked.

The fight scenes are too short and the

plot is choppy. However, the movie is
easy to follow so, before a scene started
the outcome was obvious.
They must have had a low budget to
make such an awful movie. In my
opinion, it was a waste of my $5.00. The
movie is playing at The Pottery Cinemas
located on Hwy 501 at Waccamaw
Pottery.
I'm sorry but I have to give
Passenger 57 a rating *In out of •••••.
If you have time to see a movie in the
next coming week do not go to this, and
study for your exams instead
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Dirty Rotten Imbec· e
By JON

SUTHERLAND

Guest Writer

It's been ten years since D.R.I. was
fonned. Because they practiced at an annoying volume in a bedroom and took their
punk roots toward hard-core, this foursome
in Texas were chastised with a certain
moniker that has served them very well
during the past decade. A fact they intend to
celebrate in fine fashion.
For anyone who may be uninfonned, or
grew up on another planet, D.R.I. stands for
ow it's 1992
"Dirty Rotten Imbeciles."
and D.R.I. is composed of: Spike Cas idy,
guitar; Kurt Brecht, vocals (the two original
members); John Menor, bass; and Rob
Rampy; drums. Their new album, "Defmition," was recorded in the summer of 1992 at
Fantasy studios and co-produced by guitarist
Cassidy and Jim Faraci (Ratt, TSOL, L.A.
Guns). It is being released in the U.S and
internationally on Rotten Records. "Definition" will be supported by another
worldwide, planetary, musical, sonic attitude
assault; can you say "world tour'!
D.R.I. has always done things their way
and will continue to do so. The aggressive
foursome recorded their rrrst album on their
own and sent it into an unsuspecting music
world. Twenty-two brilliant, brutal ideas
crammed into a 7" record, 18 minutes long,
called "Dirty Rotten EP" was the world's
original taste of D.R.I. in 1983. The second

album, "Dealing With It," was picked up by
Metal Blade Records in 1986 and sent D .R.I.
on a path that has helped establish them as
one of the most important acts of the thriving underground "Crossover," duly noted
as the fIrSt album by a thrash, hard-core, or
punk band to take metal head on, won the
band international acclaim and sold hundreds
of thousands of copies. "Four of a Kind"
followed in 1988, and "Thrash Zone" was
released in late 1989, both on Metal Blade
Records, as D.R.I. constantly toured the
world, building a core following that had
bought nearly a million albums.
The new album and sixth of their career, "Definition," con istsof13 songs (plu
two bonus tracks) and is D.R.I.' s frrst original release on their new label. The mu ic is
pure authentic D.R.I., but with a broader
base. There's plenty of crunch, power,
aggression, the clever arrangements, and
the punk feel, but this time it goes much
farther musically than ever before.
Always a poet, vocali tBrechttacklesa
variety of important, personal, and interesting ideas on the new album. This same
fervor with which he writes lyrics has also
led to four published books of stories and
poetry, three of-which are still in print by his
own company. On "Defmition" he tackles
some serious issues. ." Acid Rain' is all
about what we are leaving on Earth for our
children. What will they think of the world

D.R.1. will open for Body Count at he Purple Go or December 10, 1992
and its pollution, radiation, a id rain , and
what we' e left for them? 'Time Out,'
which wa written by John, has a imilar
vibe, about ho peopl are rewing up the
world."
On ''Tone Deaf' Kurt reveals an amu ing story which show the lighter, mor
comical side of D.R.I "When I was young I
had to take a test at school to find out if I
should be allowed to take musical classe ,to
see if! had the pitch and aptitude for mu ic.
I didn't do too well. lUI along Spike has
maintained that I am 'tone deaf.' I'll admit I

, And,
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PERSO ALS:
Sexy, young Honors Program Council
wishes to meet single black-and-white
design. Object: T-shirt. Must be vibrant, sizzling, non-nerdlike, and totally up-to-date-turbo-hip-politicallyand-stylistically correct. Design must
incl ude "honors council" and" Coastal. "
Large cash reward involved. Mature
offers only. Designs with owls and
pocket protectors need not apply. Each
reply must include name and phone
number. Deadline: February 8.
The Coastal Carolina Honors Program Council is
sponsoring a contest to design a logo to be used for
t-shirts. The award for the winning design is $48.71
(all the cash we can scrounge out of the couch).
Tum designs in to Clara Rogers in EMS 206.
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Coastal basketball rocks the
Monarchs in season opener
By JASON BREED, The Man
Sports Eator

On a cold Tuesday night, the men's basketball team had the fIfes burning as they
smoked the Monarchs from Methodist College 101-51. The Chanticleers played their first
regular season basketball game December 1, in the friendly confines of Kim bel gymnasium.
After a shortened preseason this year, many skeptics wondered if the team made up of 11
new players would be ready for the start of the season. Obviously they were more than
ready.
The Chants opened up the game with a 15-5 lead by Tony Dunkin who fmished the
game with 24 points. The team put on a modest show in the first half, scoring on 21 of 35
tries.
"We executed our offensive efforts very well throughout the game," said coach
Bergman. "I was pleased with our performance, but we've still got a ways to go."
The second half was lights out for the Monarchs as the Chants let loose. Coastal
controlled the tempo for the entire half, running a fast paced offense. The defense
contributed to the show by creating many fast break opportunities that converted into five
dunks and many easy buckets.
"It was an entertaining game to sit back and watch. The crowd really got into it, and
it made it a lot of fun," commented Bergman.

Rowing coming to Coastal
By ROBERT BURNEY
Guest Writer

Etes vous prets?
Efforts are underway to organize a student rowing club. Once associated only
with Ivy League schools, the sport of rowing
is now widespread - but still something of a
well kept secret. The excitement and challenge of gliding over the water at what
seems like impossible speed will soon be
available here at Coastal.
Rowing has a rich tradition in college
athletics. Contests between Harvard and
Yale were the fIrst intercollegiate athletic
events of any kind in the United States.
Rowing was a popular spectator sport before baseball or football.
Rowing as a sport demands a high level
of fitness, a strong sense of teamwork, and

dedication to excellence. rowers are rewarded with a fit body, mental discipline,
and a spirit of camaraderie second to no
other sport.
Professors Bruce Thompson and Robert Burney are coordinating efforts to form
the Coastal Rowing Club. Either will be
happy to answer any questions about rowing. Bruce is a certified rowing coach and
will be offering instruction to Club members. They can be contacted by phone at
349-2643.
In case you're wondering, the French
phrase, "Etes vous pretes?" (Are you ready?)
is the sport's traditional call for crews to
ready themselves to begin a race. Perhaps it
will be heard frequently on the Waccamaw
River in the near future.

!J-{ave a Merry Cliristmas from
tlie sports staff:
Jason 'Breec£
Sports 'Eaitorj
Jolin (ji{bert,
J2i.sst. Sports 'Eaitor.

--------------------

PRESEASON PICKS
1 - Kansas
2 - Indiana
3 - Duke
4 - Michigan
5 - North Carolina
6 - Kentucky
7 - Seton Hall
8 - Georgetown
9 - Memphis State
10 - Arizona
11 - Gerogia Tech
12 - Iowa State
13 - Michigan State

14 - Georgia
15 - Lousiville
16 - BYU

17 - Nebraska
18 - Masachusetts
19 - Oklahoma
20 - Florida State
21- UNLV
22 - Cincinnatti
23 - Syracuse
24 - UCLA

25 - Florida
as chosen by the
Sports Editors.
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Preview of co~ing
Road to experience ~ r La
By JASON BREED

Sports Editor

As the saying goes: "Everything has to
start somewhere." For most of the Lady
Chants, the "somewhere" is the 1992-1993
season. Seven players on the Coastal Carolina roster will be seeing their fIrSt collegiate
action this season, while two others have
only one year under their belt.
"The major problem we will have this
season is the lack of experience," said head
coach Gina Markland. "With no seniors on
the team and also no players which have had
to be leaders at this level, we need to find
someone to step forward and accept this
role."
The lack of leadership is due to last year
being the final season for the Chants' two
starting guards Holly Bottar and Stacy
Hughes. These players logged the most
minutes for Coastal and Bottar capped what
many call the greatest career of any women's
b~ketball player in Coastal history.
The players in the best position to take
the call for leadership will be juniors Kim
Lewis, Michelle Minton, and Melissa
Herbert.
Lewis is the anchor in the middle for the
Lady Chants at the center position. She led
Coastal in scoring and rebounding a year

ago, averaging 14.3 and 8.3 respectively.
Minton will be looked on to run the
Chanticleers' offense from her point guard
position. The 5' 4" native of Walterboro, SC
started 24 games last season, averaging 1.9
assists per outing.

With no seniors on the
team . .. we need to
find someone to step
forward and accept
this role.
Herbert returns to the Coastal line-up
after sitting-out the 1991-1992 season due to
medical reasons. During the 1990-1991
season, the 6'0" forward and these players
are in the best position to lead, not onl y by
example but ~o verbally."
The strength of the team will be the
Chants new-found height, the depth of the
squad, and the team's quickness.
In addition to Lewis' 6' I" frame, Coastal
has three other players who reach the six

Men's basketball team goe
By JOHN GILBERT
Assistant Sports Edtor

Coastal scoring record and 213 points shy of
the Big South scoring mark. He averaged
22.5 points and 8.1 rebounds a game last
season. The 67" forward from Rains, South
Carolina, has averaged 19.3 points and 7.3
rebounds per contest over his three year
career at Coastal.
'~ony has accomplished so much over
his career at Coastal," said Bergman. "The
only thing left for him to accomplish personally is to be named All-American and
get drafted in the 1993 NBA draft
Returning with Dunkin are Mike Doyle,
Lany Johnican and Dennis Pierre. Pierre
and Johnican missed most of last season due
to injuries, while Doyle contributed well as
a walk-on.
Doyle, now a scholarship athlete at
Coastal, is a 6'5", 180 pound guard who
gi ves the Chan ts added depth in the
backcourt. While Doyle is primarily a guard,
his natural athletic ability allows Coach
Bergman the luxury of using him in the front

When you show up at Kimbel Gymnasium this basketball season don't expect
to recognize many of this year's Chanticleers. There will be three-time Big South
Player of the Year and potential All-American Tony Dunkin, but after that you will
have a lot of new names to get used to.
Ten new names to be exact! But never
fear Coach Bergman and his staff have done
one of the best jobs of recruiting in the
country.
"This is by far the best recruiting class
that Coastal Carolina has ever seen," said
Coach Bergman. "With the recruiting class
that we have, and the return of Tony Dunkin
for his senior year, we should again be
competing for the Big South championship
and a trip to the NCAA Tournament"
Coach Bergman is not alone in his
thoughts on Coastal's crop of newcomers
many coaches and scouts have praised the
rebuilding job of the Chanticleers.
court.
"Coastal has brought in some outDue to the lack of experience in the
standing talent that should bring them back back court signing guards became the target
to the top of the Big South," said Bob of past recruiting seasons. This will probGibbons of All-Star Scouting Services. "It ably be the area where fans will see the
was very important for Coastal to get quality biggest improvement over last year's squad.
recruiting class in the Big South, and I Coastal signed three new guards Marquis
would even say it would probably be the "Keke" Hicks, Joey Hart and Alfonso
best in either the Colonial or Sun Belt too. to Qrissett, all have the ability to shoot tbreeDunkin returns for his final season with pointers and play the point guard position.
the Chanticleers only 239 points shy of the
Hicks was the frrstaddition tnat Coastal

foot mark. Anita Anderson (6'2"), Herbert
(6'0") and Aimee Muyres (6'1 ") will give
the Chants an added dimension of height
and depth for its in ide attack.
"We will be stronger on the inside than
we have in past years," Markland said. "But,
even though we have a bigger inside game,
the rest of the teams in the Big South conference have also gotten some taller players.
So, even with our gain in height, we do not
know how much this will help us because
we will also be playing against some height "
The depth and overall quickness of the
team will be a major key for Coastal to take
advantage of.
"We now have 14 players on our roster,
which is more than we have ever had," said
Markland, who is entering her seventh season at the helm of the Lady Chants. "The
speed and quickness of our players will
allow us to do some different things. Defensively, we will be more versatile and be able
to pressure our opponents more often. On
the offensive end, we face the potential to
run the break better than in the past"
The coaching staff hopes the depth and
quickness will offset the lack of experience
in the early part of the schedule.
Coastal will open with five of its rust

eight game on the road th·
. The
non-conference schedule includes meetin
with the College of Charleston G
ia
Stale, Mercer,
C ilmin
Funnan,
and a possible tournament matCh-u
ith
1992 CAA participant orth Carolina.
4'Overall our schedul i not an
one, but it i not as tough
in th
Markland said. 'There are no
the hedule, but there are al
losses. We just need to come
, In the Coastal Beach C
brought in a pretty strong fi d of
Carolina, Marshall and orth Carolina
orth Carolina, a poICIltial top 20
two players that can d
the are exciting to watch. This· definitel a tournament
which we are I
.ng to contin to gro in
the future."
land
In the Big South Conference.
sees a wide open race for the ti .
"The Conference
hole i
young." Markland said. "A lot of team
have the youth in their starting line-up
will make for a ery interestin confere
race. We are hoping that by the time conference play begin , our play
ill ha e
gained enough experience to pIa a competitive conference schedule."

g
picked up. and possibly the most talented.
Hicks transferred to Coastal from Oklahoma
University last winter. Hicks, a 6'}",
sophomore from Atlanta, will be eligible to
play for the Chants after the completion of
the Fall semester.
Hart, a 6'4" guard is one of t 0 players
that the Chants picked up from perennial
power Vincennes University. Hart, a star1er
in all 36 games for Vincennes, led the
Trailblazers to a number one Junior college
ranking for much of the year, a 324 record,
and trip to the Junior College Final Four. He
was the third leading scorer (13.2 ppg) on a
team that had six men averaging in double
figures.
Grissett, the brother of former Coastal
standout Eric Grissett. will also be vying for
playing time. Grissett is a graduate of Myrtle
Beach High School, where he was known
for his outstanding shooting ability.
"We had an outstanding recruittnent
year at the guard position," noted Coach
Bergman. Coach Bergman has brought in
three forwards to play alongside Dunkin.
The player Bergman is most excited about is
Mohammed Acha, Hart's teammate at
Vincennes.
Acha according to Coach Bergman is
the most highly recruited Junior College
player Coastal has ever been able to sign.
The 6'6" 215 pound,juniorpossessa40inch
vertical jwnp that enabled him to bloc 60
shots and average 6.9 rebounds a game for

ViJanncs. The Benue, igeria, nati e
recruited by most rna· universi · .
Tarence illis and Spencer Sa
will also be looking f<X' playing lime. ill·

is a 6'S" transfer from Coffe . Community College in
. Saundezs, a 6'6"
freshman is one of lhree freshmen that
Coastal has brought in. a&Jf)(bs a eraged
113.1 points. 9.2 rebounds and4.4
. for
Union High School.
For the fust time in years Coastal will
have the luxury of having three u l1li:; ~.lu:.il~
on the lfaIIl. Joining Pierre at center ·n
Marcu ey and Phillip McLean
Key, a 6'1", 240 pound center from
Cloud Community College in
1
give Coastal the
. . de that the are
I
. ng (<X'. Key is
wn for hi outstanding rebounding 'n and h· good moves to

the

et.

McLean, a 6'8". fre hman from
Lillington. C a eraged 16. poin 14.2
rebounds. and 5.2 bloc
r game durin
his senior yCM at Harnett Central High
School.
Coastal s schedule may be the lOU
in the school' history. The hi blight of the
Coastal schedule ill be a trip to Ha aii
play in thePre-Holida Toumam nt C
ill face orthea t Loui iana .n
round and either Hawaii or outh
lina
State in the second round. Th Chanti I
will also travello Missouri. B
n Coli e,
Boston University. and Ark.an
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Coastal Concert Connection

'/

Apple Ann'es,

t1ighty t1lghty
Rack of Spam,

Public Enemy,

RIck's Cafe

Kinetics, RIck's

Homegrown, RIck's Body Count w
lIce T, The Purple
NfnfstrylHelmet Gator;
Nads, RIck 's Cafe,
ISepultura,
IfIfIfANNESTY
Lakewood
Ampltheatre, Atlanta SHOWIfIfIf wi
Drag,Gumpt Ion,
Homegrown Band,

Cafe

Cafe,

Z'ggys,
W'nston-Sa lem

Valence, Apple

Seducer. The
Grunge Garden,
Valence, App Ie
Annles;

Annies,

rollow For Now,
Club Zero,

The Nads,

Body
CountlD,R, llExod
usl Propane, The

SandpIpers

Mad Monk,
WIlmington

10 - 4, SpadonI
Park, CCC Campus

7

6
Skinner Box,

Kinetfcs, RIck 's

t1ighty Nlghty
Rack of Spam,

Apple Annles

8

9

Homegrown, RIck 's Nads, RIck's Cafe,
Catboy,

Cafe

Natural
Progress ion ,

SandpIpers;

Apple Annie's,

Apple Annles

Sk inner Box,

Catboy ,

Apple Annies

800-2~3-1017

12

Natural
Progression,

Cafe

RIck's Cafe

11

10

SandpIpers;

Natural
Progressfon,
Apple Annies

1J

14

Natural
Progression,

t1ighty Nighty
Rack of Spam,

Apple Anntes

RIck's Cafe

15
Kinetfcs, RIck' s
Cafe

t1ighty Nighty
Rack of Spam ,

IfIfIfCHRISTNAS
DAY-If-

Homegrown, RIck's Natural
Progression,

Cafe

19
Rear Window,
Apple Anntes

23

22
Kinetics, RIck's

Homegrown, RIck's New Years Party,

Cafe

Cafe

The Grunge Garden,
(Bands to be
announced)

RIck's Cafe

27

18

Apple Annies

21

20

17

16

28

29

30

Morrissey "Sings His Life" in Atlanta
By PETE ACKERMAN
Guest Writer

There are certain moments in a person's
life that will leave an adamant impression:
your frrst date, the day you graduate from
college, the day you get married; and of
course, one of the ultimate experiences in a
person's lifetime has to be, going to see
Morrissey in Atlanta on November 18.
In the American pop culture - a culture
that is often hostile toward anything that
does not conform to its low standards,
Morrissey stands alone disregarding and
making a mockery of those standards, giving people an escape from the hypocrisy of
today's music.
At 9: 15 the crowd received what it had
been so patiently awaiting. Morrissey, the
second coming, appeared on stage to a
thunderous standing ovation. What followed
next was a wave of flowers, thrown by his
loyal disciples towards the stage.
As soon as the flowers settled, Morrissey

and his band, Alain Whyte, Gary Day, Spencer Corbin, and Boz Boorer tore into the set.
The frrst two songs were superb renditions
of "Your Gonna Need Someone on Your
Side" and "Glamorous Glue." These boosted
the crowd into mass hysteria. Then
Morrissey pulled out one of his ace cards by
playing a house rocking version of his song
"November Spawned a Monster." He then
played his newest single "Tomorrow" from
his album Your Arsenal." It was equally
gratifying.
Morrissey enthralled the audience by
playing two emotional songs "Girls Least
Likely Too" and a heart wrenching "Seasick,
yet Still Docked". Morrissey thanked the
crowd and was greeted by his first stage
invader who clutched him and then was
escorted off the stage.
He then opened the throttle, by playing
a voracious version of "The Loop. " "You're
the One For Me Fatty," and "Such a Little
Thing Makes a Big Difference," which ends

""

Afterdeck 449-1550
Apple Annie's 272-4638
Atlantis 448-4200
Bermuda Boat Club
272-4411 '
Binnni's 449-5549
Blockbuster Pavilion

December 1992.
Bombay Duck.

Concert
Phone
Directory

with the unforgettable lyric, "Most people
keep their brains between their legs." It
cascaded into a hauntingly beautiful rendition of "I Know it's Gonna Happen
Someday," which ends with Morrissey hitting an astounding chord that could shatter
glass.
With that behind, he covered "He Knows
I'd Love to See Him," "Certain People I
Know," which pokes fun at "Your Arsenal,"
"We'll Let You Know," which pokes fun at
the hierarchical structure of mOdem living.
Afiersliding through "We' llLet You Know,"
he then snatched another heart stopper. He
played "Suedehead," which was frrst heard
on the "Viva Hate" album, which captured
the audience's soul. He proceeded after that
with "We Hate It When Our Friends Become
Successful," and "Alsation Cousin."
With the show totally surpassing all I
had hoped for, Morrissey then carnivorously
ripped into the final song of the night,
"National Front Disco," The crowd went

"

Captain Afs 272-2977
Carolina Coliseum 577-4500
Carowinds Palladium
558-2606
Charlotte Coliseum
800-283-1017
Conc~rt Line 919-881-8329
Coquina Club 448-9441
Corbin's 497-0416
Cowboy's 272-5448
Crawdaddy's 272-9933
Danger Zone 626-6872
Dutch Deli - 448-4391
Gaillard Auditorium
577-4500
Greensboro Coliseum
800-283-1017
Grunge Garden 361-0163
King St. Palace 577-4500
Knickerbocker 272-5900
Lakewood Amphitheater
577-4500
The Mad Monk 349-0821
Purple Gator 44~- 36~0
Rick's Cafe 238-5158
River City Cafe 280-2081
Rockburger 448-7731
Sandpiper's 651-1050
SCAT 577-4500
Smid-Dre's 497-0420
Soft Rock Cafe 577-4500
Sounds Familiar 448-6408
Ticketron 800-283-1017
2001 449-9434
WKZQ 800-283-1017
Walnut Creek Amphitheater
577-4500
Ports Authority 577-4500
CI ub Zero 946-0000

../

crazy, crazy enough to grab Morrissey and
try to drag him into the audience. Morrissey
survived the throng of people and the band
continued through and fmished the song,
with enough inspiration to resurrect the dead.
All is well in Morris seyville! He left the
stage with ajoyous ovation. All thatremained
in the darkness were thousands of sweat
drenched yet jubilant fans, a flower filled
stage, and fond memories.

-
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Bound & Gagged

Off the Deep End

By Dana Summers

by Andrew Lehman
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UPPER-CLASS
~' LIVING

• I
nlc.

Crusie on in
and try Sonic's
convenient Carhop Service
and unique Fresh Taste.

4' '

sa

New Management
We are now offering custom-fit leases ...
you name the terms.
Apartments are fully furnished incl ding: built-in
furniture, desk, dishwasher, washer & dryer, and all
applia ce .

Grand opening special.
O· n·
1: t r'
with a Burger and medium Soft Drink.

F

SHARE A EDROOM & BATH
$168PER 0 TH
-ORHAVE YOUR OWN BEDROOM A 0 BATH
$269 PER MONTH

The Chanticleer
Would like to wish all members
of the Coastal community
a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year.

THE NEW
CROSSROADS APARTMENTS

Highway 544 one half mile West of Coastal's Campus
Telephone: 347-3393
Office open Monday through Friday, 9 to 5

OFFROAD BIKE PATH TO CAMPUS
(
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